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Searching for a light fermiophobic Higgs boson at the Fermilab Tevatron
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We propose new production mechanisms for light fermiophobic Higgs bosons (hf) with suppressed cou-
plings to vector bosons~V! at the Fermilab Tevatron. These mechanisms~e.g.qq8→H6hf) are complementary
to the conventional processqq8→Vhf , which suffers from a strong suppression of 1/tan2b in realistic models
with a hf . The new mechanisms extend the coverage at the Tevatron run II to the larger tanb region, and offer
the possibility of observing new event topologies with up to four photons.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of extensions of the standard model~SM!,
which include more than one Higgs doublet@1#, has received
much attention in last 20 years. The SM predicts one neu
Higgs scalar (f0) with branching ratios~BRs! which are
functions of mf0. It is predicted to decay dominantly vi

f0→bb̄ for mf0<130 GeV, andf0→VV(* ) ~where V
5W6,Z) for mf0>130 GeV. The minimal extension of th
SM contains an additionalSU(2)3U(1) Higgs doublet, the
‘‘two Higgs doublet model’’~2HDM!, and the resulting par
ticle spectrum consists of two charged Higgs bosonsH1,
H2 and three neutral membersh0, H0 and A0. Assuming
that each fermion type~up, down! couples to only one Higgs
doublet@2#, which eliminates tree-level Higgs mediated fl
vor changing neutral currents, leads to four distinct versi
of the 2HDM @3#. Because of the increased parameter c
tent of the 2HDM the BRs of the neutral. Higgs bosons m
be significantly different from those off0 @1,4#. In recent
years the CERNe1e2 collider LEP2 has carried ou
searches@5# for such Higgs bosons with enhanced BRs

lighter fermions and bosons~e.g. cc̄,t1t2,gg). The phe-
nomena known as ‘‘fermiophobia’’@6# which signifies very
suppressed or zero coupling to the fermions, may arise
particular version of the 2HDM called type I@7#. Such a
fermiophobic Higgs boson (hf) @8–14# would decay domi-
nantly to two bosons, eitherhf→gg ~for mhf

<90 GeV) or

hf→VV(* ) for (mhf
>90 GeV) @10,11#. This would give a

very clear experimental signature, and observation of su
particle would strongly constrain the possible choices of
underlying Higgs sector.

Fermiophobic Higgs bosons have been searched for
tively at LEP and the Fermilab Tevatron. All four collabor
tions at LEP~OPAL @15#, DELPHI @16#, ALEPH @17#, L3
@18#! utilized the channele1e2→hfZ, hf→gg and obtained
lower bounds of the ordermhf

>100 GeV. L3 @19# is the

only collaboration yet to considerhf→WW* decays. OPAL
@15# and DELPHI @16# also searched in the channele1e2

→HFA0, HF→gg. In run I at the Tevatron the mechanis
qq8→V* →hfV, hf→gg was used, with the dominant con
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tribution coming fromV5W6. The limits onmhf
from the

D0 and the Collider Detector at Fermilab~CDF! Collabora-
tions are, respectively, 78.5 GeV@20# and 82 GeV@21# at
95% C.L. Run II will extend the coverage ofmhf

beyond that
of LEP.

However, all these mass limits assume that thehfVV cou-
pling is of the same strength as the SM couplingf0VV,
which in general would not be the case for ahf in a realistic
model, e.g. the 2HDM~type I! or the Higgs triplet model of
@22,23#. Therefore one could imagine the scenario of a ve
light hf (mhf

!100 GeV) which has eluded the curre
searches at LEP and the Tevatron run I due to suppressio
the couplinghfVV. Such ahf could also escape detection
the Tevatron run II. In this paper we propose new product
mechanisms at the Tevatron run II which are effective ev
when the couplinghfVV is very suppressed.

Our work is organized as follows. Section II gives a
introduction to the phenomenology of fermiophobic Hig
bosons while Sec. III presents the new production mec
nisms. Section IV contains our numerical results with co
clusions in Sec. V.

II. MODELS WITH FERMIOPHOBIA

A fermiophobic Higgs boson (hf) may arise in a 2HDM
in which oneSU(2)3U(1) Higgs doublet (F2) couples to
all fermion types, while the other doublet (F1) does not.
Both doublets couple to the gauge bosons via the kin
term in the Lagrangian. One vacuum expectation value (v2)
gives mass to all fermion types, while gauge bosons rece
mass from bothv1 andv2. This model~usually called ‘‘type
I’’ ! was first proposed in@7#. Due to the mixing in theCP-
even neutral Higgs mass matrix~which is diagonalized bya)
both CP-even eigenstatesh0 and H0 can couple to the fer-
mions. The fermionic couplings of the lightestCP-even
Higgs bosonh0 take the form

h0f f̄ ;cosa/sinb ~2.1!

wheref is any fermion, andb is defined by tanb5v2 /v1.
©2003 The American Physical Society07-1
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Small values of cosa would seriously suppress the ferm
onic couplings, and in the limit cosa→0 the couplingh0f f̄
would vanish at tree level, giving rise to fermiophob
~sometimes called a ‘‘bosonic’’ or ‘‘bosophillic’’ Higgs bo
son!:

However, at the one-loop level there will be an effecti
vertexhf f f̄ mediated by loops involving vector bosons a
other Higgs particles. These loop contributions are infin
and a counterterm is necessary to renormalize it. The co
terterm is fixed with an experimental input, leading to
arbitrariness in the definition of the tree level vertex,
equivalently, in the mixing anglea @11#. It is customary to
define an extreme fermiophobia, wherehf remains fermio-
phobic to the one-loop level and/or all orders with branch
ratios given by@10,11#. In general, one would expect som
~small! coupling to fermions, from both tree-level diagram
and one-loop diagrams:

The Higgs triplet model~HTM! discussed in@22,23# is
another possible origin for ahf . In such models gauge in
variance forbids the tree-level coupling of some triplet Hig
bosons to fermions, and so suppressed BRs to fermions
expected without requiring specific mixing angles.

The main decay modes of a fermiophobic Higgs bos
are

hf→gg is the dominant decay formhf
&95 GeV~sometimes

called a ‘‘photonic Higgs boson’’!, with a BR near 100% for
mhf

&80 GeV, decreasing to 50% atmhf
'95 GeV and to

1% atmhf
'145 GeV. In contrast, BR(f0→gg)'0.22% is

the largest value in the SM for the two photon decay. In t
paper we shall be focusing on the possibility of a lig
(mhf

<100 GeV) for which the photonic decay mode alwa
has a large BR.

BR(hf→WW* ) supercedes BR(hf→gg) when mhf

*95 GeV, with a BR approaching 100% for 110 Ge
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,mhf
,170 GeV, and stabilizing at;70% for mhf

>2MZ .

The decayhf→ZZ* is always subdominant, but formhf

>2MZ approaches 30%. Recently, L3@19# has included
theseVV* decays in their searches, and the discovery pr
pects of this decay mode at the Tevatron run II have b
presented in@24#.

Apart from the 2HDM~type I! and the HTM, there are
other models beyond the SM which allow the possibility o
neutral Higgs boson with an enhanced BR togg, as ex-
plained in @25#. These includeh0 of the MSSM, andh0 of
top-condensate models. We will not consider these mod
which have a smaller BR(h0→gg) than the fermiophobic
models, and instead focus on the 2HDM~type I! @26#. Our
results can also be quite easily extrapolated to the case o
HTM.

The conventional production mechanism for ahf at e1e2

colliders is e1e2→Z* →hfZ, and at hadron collidersqq8
→V* →hfV. Note that the gluon-gluon fusion mechanis
~via heavy quark loops! is not relevant for ahf . In the
2HDM ~type I!, the condition for tree-level fermiophobi
(cosa→0) causes the couplinghfVV to be suppressed by
factor

hfVV;sin2~b2a!→cos2b[1/~11tan2b!. ~2.2!

Taking tanb>3(10) implies a strong suppression of<0.1
(<0.01) for the couplinghfVV with respect to the coupling
f0VV. This suppression is always possible for the light
CP-even neutral Higgs boson in any of the four types of t
2HDM @1# and also occurs for thehf in the HTM @23#.
Therefore one can imagine the scenario of a very lighthf
which has eluded the searches via the mechani
e1e2/qq8→hfV. The possibility of a lighthf has been
known for a long time@11# and has been emphasized
@12,13#. LEP ruled out regions of the plane@mhf

,R3BR(hf

→gg)#, whereR is defined by

R5
s~e1e2→Zhf !

s~e1e2→Zf0!
. ~2.3!

In a benchmark scenario ofR51, and assuming BR(hf
→gg) given by @10,11#, each collaboration derived a limi
of aroundmhf

>100 GeV@15–18#, with the combined LEP

working group limit beingmhf
>109 GeV @19#. From the

LEP plots it is trivial to see the necessary suppression iR
which would permit a lighthf of a given mass, e.g.mhf

<80 GeV ~50 GeV! requiresR<0.1(0.01), which corre-
sponds to tanb>3(10) in the 2HDM ~type I!. Therefore
sizable regions of the@mhf

,R3BR(hf→gg)# plane remain

unexcluded for smallR and smallmhf
. OPAL @15# also per-

formed a search which is sensitive to the production mec
nism e1e2→hfA

0. This process (;sin2b in the fermiopho-
bic limit! is complementary to e1e2→hfZ(;cos2b).
Therefore the conditionmhf

1mA>As must also be satisfied

in order for a lighthf to escape detection at LEP2.
With the closure of LEP, the Tevatron run II will continu

the search forhf . Run II will use the same mechanism as ru
7-2
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I (qq8→V* →Vhf) but has the advantage of a much i
creased luminosity. Reference@25# has shown that~for R
51) mhf

can be discovered~at 5s) up to 114 GeV~128

GeV! with 2 fb21 (30 fb21), which is an improvement ove
the LEP limits. Similar conclusions were reached in@27#.
However, with the expected suppression in thehfVV cou-
pling (R,1), mhf

<80 GeV could still escape detection
The aim of this paper is to show that other producti
mechanisms are available at the Tevatron run II, and al
discovery of ahf even in the region where the processqq8
→Whf is suppressed.

We will be using the most general~CP conserving!
2HDM potential@1#. This potential is parametrized by seve
independent variables, which may be taken as the four H
boson masses, two mixing angles (a,b), and a real quartic
coupling (l5),

V~F1 ,F2!5Vsym1Vso f t ~2.4!

where

Vsym52m1
2F1

†F12m2
2F2

†F21l1~F1
†F1!21l2~F2

†F2!2

1l3~F1
†F1!~F2

†F2!1l4uF1
†F2u2

1
1

2
@l5~F1

†F2!21H.c# ~2.5!

and

Vso f t52m12
2 F1

†F21H.c. ~2.6!

The condition for tree-level fermiophobia corresponds
cosa→0, with a being an independent parameter. Refere
@13# considered the fermiophobic limit in the context of tw
six parameter 2HDM potentials (VA and VB). In Ref. @13#
the anglea is not a free parameter, and the condition coa
→0 requires certain relations among the Higgs boson ma
09500
w
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to be fulfilled. We shall take all the Higgs boson masses
free parameters and set cosa50, which guarantees tree-leve
fermiophobia.

III. PRODUCTION PROCESSES

In this section we introduce the production proces
which may offer sizable rates forhf in the region where the
couplinghfVV is very suppressed. These production mec
nisms make use of the cascade decaysH6→hfW

(* ) or A0

→hfZ
(* ) which may have large BRs in the 2HDM~type I!

@28# and the HTM @23#. These large BRs arise since th
coupling ofH6 andA0 to all the fermions scales as 1/tanb,
and thus for moderate to large tanb even the three-body
decays~i.e. with V* ) can have sizable or dominant BRs. W
note that in the MSSM such decays~with hf replaced byh0)
never attain very large BRs sinceH6 andA0 couple to the
down type fermions with strength tanb. In addition, the de-
cays H6→h0W(* ) or A0→h0Z(* ) are proportional to
cos2(b2a) which is suppressed in a large part of the MSS
parameter space, but~in contrast! is maximized in the param
eter ofhf with suppressed coupling to vector bosons.

References@25,27# considered two signatures from th
qq8→WHF mechanism,~i! inclusive gg and ~ii ! exclusive
ggV. The latter gives a better signal to the background ra
and we will see that the cascade decay produces the ne
sary vector boson for theggV signature.

Below we list four production processes which a
complementary to the standardqq8→WHF mechanism.
They all make use of the Higgs-Higgs-vector boson coupl
(gHHV) which is either proportional to sinb ~in the fermio-
phobic limit! or independent of mixing angles~see Table I!.
All mechanisms can offer non-negligible cross sections
the large tanb region. Moreover, doubleHF production can
occur, resulting in distinctivegggg topologies.

~i! qq̄→g* ,Z* →H1H2. Quark-antiquark pair annihila
tion produces a pair of charged Higgs bosons via an inter
diate photon orZ boson in thes channel:
The subsequent decayH6→hfW* may provide twoW* and
two hf , resulting in a distinctivegggg plus four fermion
signal.

~ii ! qq8→W* →H6hf . Quark-antiquark annihilation into
an intermediateW boson producing ahf in association with a
charged Higgs boson:
TABLE I. Mixing angle dependence of the couplingsHiH jV.

H6AW7 H6hfW
6 hfAZ

gHHV 1 sinb sinb
7-3
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This mechanism was covered in the case of the mini
supersymmetric standard model~MSSM! in @29#, but only
for the heavierCP-evenH0. The rate for the lighterCP-even
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h0 is suppressed by cos2(b2a), which is small in a large
region of the MSSM parameter space. The cross sections
H1hf and H2hf are identical, and will be summed over i
our numerical analysis. This process is phase space fav
over~i! and provides direct production ofhf . A vector boson
(W* ) is provided by the decayH6→W* hf . In this way,
doublehf production occurs with a signature ofgggg plus
V* .

~iii ! qq8→W* →H6A0. Quark-antiquark annihilation
into an intermediateW producing a charged Higgs boson
association with aCP-odd neutral Higgs boson:
e
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This process is similar to~i! since no fermiophobic Higgs is
produced directly. We sum over the rates forH1A0 and
H2A0 as in ~ii !. The decayH6→hfW* or A0→Z* hf pro-
vides a gauge bosonV and ahf . Again, doublehf production
may occur giving rise to a final state ofgggg V* V* . This
mechanism was considered in the context of the MSSM
@30#.

~iv! qq̄→Z* →A0hf . Quark-antiquark pair annihilation
into an intermediateZ producing a fermiophobic Higgs bo
son in association with aCP-odd neutral Higgs boson:

This process is similar to~ii ! and gives direct production o
hf with a Z boson arising from the decayA0→hfZ* . The
gggg signal is also possible with this mechanism.

Mechanisms~i! and~iv! are the hadron collider analogie
of the LEP production processese1e2→H1H2 and e1e2

→A0hf , but have the advantage of the largerAs at the Teva-
tron. Mechanisms~ii ! and~iii ! are exclusive to a hadron co
lider. The cross-section formulas for all the processes ca
found in @31,32#. One may write a generic formula for~ii !,
~iii ! and ~iv!:

s~qq̄→HiH j !5
GF

2MZ
4

96p ŝ
gHHV

2 ~vq
21aq

2!
l3/2

~12MV
2/ ŝ!2

~3.1!
n

be

whereHi ,H j ~with massMi ,M j ) refer to any of the Higgs
bosonsH6, A0, hf , l(Mi ,M j ) is the usual two body phas
space function, andŝ is the center of mass energy for th
partonic collision. In Eq.~3.1!, vq andaq represent the vec
tor and axial vector couplings of the incoming quarks to t
vector boson mediating the process, and are given in Ta
II. In the same formula,gHHV is the Higgs-Higgs-vector bo
son coupling which are listed in Table I.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We now outline the calculation of the cross section for t
processes~i!–~iv! under consideration. The partonic cro
sections are given by Eq.~3.1!. These must then be scaled u
to a pp̄ cross section. In the partonic center of mass syst
the kinematic is defined as

ŝ5~pq1pq8!
25~pHi

1pH j
!2

t̂5
1

2
~MHi

2 1MH j

2 !2
ŝ

2
1

ŝ

2
k cosu

û5
1

2
~MHi

2 1MH j

2 !2
ŝ

2
2

ŝ

2
k cosu

ŝ1 t̂1û5MHi

2 1MH j

2 .

Here k25@ ŝ2(MHi
1MH j

)2)( ŝ2(MHi
2MH j

)2#/ ŝ2. The

hadronic cross section for the processpp̄→qq8→HiH j can
be expressed as follows:
7-4
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s~pp̄→qq8→HiH j !5E
(MHi

1MH j
)2/s

1

dt
dL qq̄

dt
ŝ~ ŝ5ts!.

~4.1!

In the case of the Tevatron run IIAs52 TeV,

dL qq8

dt
5E

t

1dx

x
f q~x;Q2! f q8~t/x;Q2! ~4.2!

wheret5x1x2, with x1 andx2 being the momentum fraction
carried by each incoming parton. The parton distributionsf q
and f q8 shall be taken at the typical scaleQ'MHi

. We shall
be using the Martin-Roberts-Stirling-Thorne 200
~MRST2002! set from @33#. Note that QCD corrections in
crease the tree-level cross section by a factor of around
@32#. In our analysis we shall present results using the tr
level formulas only. For the BRs of the fermiophobic Hig
boson we also work at tree level and set cosa50 to ensure
exact fermiophobia.

The four new production mechanisms under considera
are generally expected to be ineffective for searches wh
the Higgs boson decays to quarks, since backgrounds wi
sizable. However, in the case ofhf we will show that they
offer promising detection prospects despite the mode
cross sections. This is because the efficiency for theggV
channel is high ('25%) @25#, and the decaysH6→hfW* or
A0→Z* hf may have very large BRs in the 2HDM~model I!
discussed here. In much of the parameter space of inte
(tanb>1 and mhf

,100 GeV), BR(H6→hfW
(* )) and

BR(A0→Z(* )hf) are close to 100%. Hence a lighthf can be
produced in a cascade with almost negligible BR suppres
~see@28# for a quantitative analysis of these BRs!. The cas-
cade decays provide distinctivegggg signatures from all
four mechanisms. In our numerical analysis we will varymhf

with particular emphasis onmhf
,100 GeV. We will take

mH6>90 GeV ~roughly the lower bound from LEP2! and
MA is constrained bymA1mhf

>200 GeV from negative

searches in the channele1e2→hfA
0. For the expected

2 fb21 of data from run IIa, which might be available b
2005 or 2006, we assume a threshold of observability of
fb for the cross sections. Larger data samples of up
15 fb21 would require even smaller values.

In Fig. 1 we plot all five mechanisms as a function
tanb for fixed values of theCP-odd Higgs boson massmA
5150 GeV, charged Higgs boson massmH1590 GeV, and
fermiophobic Higgs boson massmhf

550 GeV. For a fer-
miophobic Higgs boson of this mass to escape detectio

TABLE II. Values for vq andaq .

Z W6

vu 0.252 2
3 sin2uw A2 cos2uw

au 0.25 A2/cos2uw

vd 20.252 1
3 sin2uw A2 cos2uw

ad 20.25 A2/cos2uw
09500
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LEP2 one requires tanb.10. The traditional mechanism
pp̄→W6hf dominates at low tanb as expected, but falls fas
with increasing tanb due to the cos2b suppression men
tioned earlier. For tanb.10 all the new mechanisms offe
larger cross sections than the traditional one. The proc
pp̄→H6hf is dominant for tanb*3 with a cross section
growing from 30 fb for tanb50.5 up to 155 fb for tanb
550. In the parameter space of interest (tanb>10) one
finds BR(H6→hfW* )'100% and so this mechanism e
sentially leads to a signature ofgggg plus W* .

The pp̄→H1H2 mechanism has a production cross se
tion of 29 fb and is independent of tanb. This cross section
becomes larger thans(pp̄→W6hf) at tanb'7, and leads
to a signature of gggg plus W* W* . Similarly, pp̄
→H6A0 has a cross sections514 fb ~independent of
tanb) and supercedes the traditional mechanism at tab
'10. As above,hf is produced via a cascade decay, whi
also provides the vector boson. BothH6→hfW* and A0

→hfZ* are effectively 100% which leads again to thegggg

plus V* V* signature. The behavior ofs(pp̄→A0hf) with
tanb is similar to that ofpp̄→H6hf . It grows with tanb
and is essentially constant for large values of that parame
This mechanism produces a fermiophobic Higgs boson
rectly, but has a lower rate due to the constraintmhf

1mA

>200 GeV. Since BR(A0→hfZ)'100% thegggg plusV*
signature also arises from this mechanism.

In Fig. 2 we plot the five mechanisms as a function of t
charged Higgs boson massmH1 for a constant value of the
fermiophobic Higgs boson massmhf

550 GeV. We also fix

tanb520 which ensures that ahf of this mass would have
had too low a rate to be detected at LEP2 in the proc
e1e2→hfZ. In order to compare cross sections that depe
on mH1, like s(pp̄→H1hf), with cross sections that de
pend onmA , like s(pp̄→A0hf), we have takenmA5mH1

provided mA.150 GeV. Nevertheless, whenmH1

,150 GeV we keep a constant valuemA5150 GeV, which

FIG. 1. Production cross section of five different modes lead
to a fermiophobic Higgs boson as a function of tanb for fixed
values of the charged, theCP-odd, and the fermiophobic Higgs
masses.
7-5
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is required to satisfy the LEP constraintmhf
1mA

>200 GeV. This is the explanation for the discontinuity
the slope of two of the cross sections in Fig. 2. From

figure one can see that the traditional mechanismpp̄
→W6hf is severely suppressed (s'3 fb and independen
of mH1 andmA), and there will not be enough events for i
observation with the expected run IIa integrated luminos
of 2 fb21.

As in the previous case, the process with the highest c
section ispp̄→H6hf . Due to phase space, this cross sect
decreases with the charged Higgs boson mass froms
'160 fb for mH1590 GeV to s'3 fb for mH1

5250 GeV. Only at these relatively high values ofmH6

does this cross section become comparable withs(pp̄
→W6hF). A similar behavior, although with a much small
cross section, is also found for the processpp̄→H1H2,
with a cross section decreasing froms'30 fb for mH1

590 GeV tos'0.2 fb formH15250 GeV. For most of the
values ofmH1 andmA shown in this graph, the subdomina
mechanism ispp̄→Ahf . Its cross section remains consta
at s'15 fb as long asmA5150 GeV. WhenmA increases,
the cross section decreases tos'2 fb for mA5250 GeV,
and thus it is observable only for lower values ofmA . The
last mechanism in this figure ispp̄→H1A, and it is only
observable formH1&100 GeV.

In Fig. 3 we plot the cross sections as a function ofmhf
.

For mhf
.110 GeV the decayhf→VV* becomes dominant

The figure shows the phase space suppression of increa
mhf

. The large value of tanb520 makes the traditiona
mechanism well suppressed and unobservable. The me
nism pp̄→H6hf has a decreasing cross section due to ph
space, and it is the most favorable formhf

&120. For larger

values of the fermiophobic Higgs boson mass,pp̄→H1H2

becomes the largest cross section~which is independent o

FIG. 2. Production cross section of five different modes lead
to a fermiophobic Higgs boson as a function of the charged Hi
boson mass for a fixed value of tanb and the fermiophobic Higgs
boson mass~for the value ofmA , see the text!.
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mhf
). Note that formhf

.mH6 the mechanismpp̄→H6hf

does not provide aV via the cascade decay ofH6, and thus
only leads to agg signature. In addition,pp̄→H1H2 would
not produce ahf for mhf

.mH1.
It is clear from the preceding figures that the producti

mechanismpp̄→H6hf is usually the most favorable of th
four alternatives we are analyzing. Since all the mechanis
lead to theggV signature one could in principle add all th
cross sections together. In the remaining two figures we c
pare more closelypp̄→H6hf andpp̄→W6hf .

In Fig. 4 we plot the ratio ofs(pp̄→H6hf) and s(pp̄
→W6hf) as a function of tanb. We take the fermiophobic
Higgs boson massmhf

550 GeV, and display four curve
corresponding to different charged Higgs boson masses
in Fig. 1, it is clear that the conventional production mech
nism is convenient for low values of tanb and pp̄→H6hf

g
s

FIG. 3. Production cross section of five different modes lead
to a fermiophobic Higgs boson as a function of the fermiopho
Higgs boson mass for fixed values of tanb, the charged, and the
CP-odd Higgs boson masses.

FIG. 4. Ratio ofs(pp̄→H6hf) ands(pp̄→W6hf) as a func-
tion of tanb for a fixed value of the fermiophobic Higgs boso
mass and four different values of the charged Higgs boson ma
7-6
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dominates for larger values of this parameter. The bound
lies somewhere between tanb53→13 with the larger values
obtained for large charged Higgs boson masses. The cros
each curve marks the threshold of observability~which we
take as 10 fb! for s(pp̄→W6hf), and corresponds to tanb
'12. To the left of the crossess(pp̄→W6hf).10 fb, and
to the right s(pp̄→W6hf),10 fb. The solid lines corre-
spond tos(pp̄→H6hf)>10 fb and dotted lines tos(pp̄

→H6hf)<10 fb. As observed in Fig. 1,s(pp̄→H6hf)
grows fast with tanb, until it saturates at around tanb'5.
This saturation value iss(pp̄→H6hf)5158, 48, 18, and 7
fb for mH6590, 130, 170, and 210 GeV, respectively~the
last one being unobservable!.

Figure 5 is the same as Fig. 4 but withmhf
5100 GeV.

FIG. 5. Ratio ofs(pp̄→H6hf) ands(pp̄→W6hf) as a func-
tion of tanb for a fixed value of the fermiophobic Higgs boso
mass and four different values of the charged Higgs boson ma
al
,

zo

09500
ry

on

Here the conventional mechanism is unobservable for tab

*4. The saturation values ares(pp̄→H6hf)544, 18, 8,
and 4 fb for the same values of the charged Higgs bo
mass. The new mechanism overcomes the conventional
in a larger region of parameter space since the ratio of c
sections is larger than one for tanb*2→7, depending on
the charged Higgs boson mass.

Given the sizable cross sections forpp̄→H6hf this pro-
cess~with hf replaced byh0) might have a wider applica
tion, e.g. in the search forH6 of any~non-SUSY! 2HDM. In
particular this process is maximized in the parameter sp
of a light h0 with suppressed couplings to vector bosons@i.e.
small sin(b2a)].

V. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed new production mechanisms for light f
miophobic Higgs bosons (hf) with suppressed couplings t
vector bosons~V! at the Fermilab Tevatron. Importantly, th
new mechanisms offer sizable cross sections when the
ventional process (qq8→W6hf) is suppressed, and provid
distinctive signatures with up to four photons. We show
that qq8→H6hf is particularly promising with cross sec
tions as large as 150 fb if bothhf and H6 are light
(,100 GeV). We suggested that the mechanismqq8
→H6hf might also have a wider application in the sear
for a light h0 andH6 of any general~non-SUSY! 2HDM.
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